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pattern, mark about 3 inches below the armhole at the
underarm seam and about 5 inches to 6 inches below the
neckline. Draw a curved line between the two points and use
for the back interfacing pattern. This interfacing should
follow the same grain as the suit grain. (Figure 3}.
Bulk of darts is reduced by slashing the dart through the
center and lapping the two edges until the stitching lines
meet. Stitch by machine or catch stitch by hand. A strip of
muslin or other lightweight fabric may be stitched in the
length of the dart for reinforcement. The point also can be
reinforced by stitching back and forth over it several times.
A one-i nch square of lightweight fabric can also be stitched
in the point to add holding power (Figure 4}.

lnterfacings and underlinings, though hidden in the
well-tailored suit, are important to the effect achieved by
the tailor.
Interfacing is used to shape special areas of the garment.
The underlining is used as a backing for the fabric.
The highest quality interfacing, though not necessarily
the most expensive, should be chosen for jackets and coats
to achieve and maintain the quality of fine tailoring.
Underlining fabric cho ices should be explored to
enhance the fabric used for the tailored garment.
One tailoring technique is presented in this ci rcul ar. The
woman interested in custom tailoring should consult other
ref erences and adapt ta iloring techniques to her personal
preference.
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INTERFACING
Interfacing is used in tailoring:
To keep the fabric from stretching in areas of stra in such
as shoulders, armho le areas and front edges.
To add body and firmness to a fabr ic.
To give emphasis to part icular design features such as
pocket flaps or cuffs.
To cushion seam al lowances and hems so that ridges will
not show on the right side of the garment.
To build shape and silhouette whenever it is needed,
such as on an intricately designed jacket.
To preserve the well-tailored, well-pressed look of
qual ity suit or coat.
Variou s ways to cut the interfac ing can be used by the
tailor. The choice depends upon the garment fabric, the
pattern design and t he desired effect. Interfacing fabric used
may be either a hair canvas or muslin, depending upon the
weight of the ou ter fabric.
An active person often prefers to cut the front
interfacing so that it extends belo w the underarm seam.
Add iti onal strength and back ing are gained. Th e interfacing
pattern is superimposed upon the front jacket or coat
pattern and a line extended about 3 inches below the
armhole at the underarm seam . A curved lin e is then dr awn
between this point and a po int just below the bustline of the
orig inal interfacing pattern piece (Figure 1 }.
By cutt ing the interfacing 1/ 2 inch to one inch wider
than the garment facing, edges will be cushioned. The front
interfac ing can be cut on the bias, as are the hem
interfacings, to add to the molding and easing qualities of
the fabric (Figure 2} .
A back interfacing pattern is rarely included in a pattern.
The reinforcement is often desir ed. Us ing the bac k garment
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Applying the Interfacing
Be sure that darts are stitched, slashed and pressed in the
garment and interfacing before joining the two fabrics. Trim
3/ 4 inch from the front and shoulder interfacing seams so
they lie 1/8 inch inside the stitching lines of the garment.
The front edge is basted or pinned as the tailoring tape will
affix to this edge.
Catch stitch the shoulder seam to the garment. The seam
allowance around the neckline or armhole may be left
untrimmed and stitched into the seam. They may be
trimmed to eliminate bulk and tailoring tape later applied to
strengthen those areas. Long frontal areas may need several
rows of diagonal basting to hold the interfacing in place
(Figure 5) .
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Use a catch stitch to fasten the interfacing to the
garment where the neckline and armhole seam allowance is
trimmed . Use a basting stitch when they are not trimmed.
The catch stitch is also used around the curved interfacing
area.
The back area is treated in the same way. The curved
lower line, however, is not fastened down on the back
interfacing. The back interfacing may extend over the back
seam or it may be cut up to the seam on each half of the suit
back (Figure 6) .
Occasionally the interfacing is intended to give a
rounded edge to a facing cut with the main body piece. In
this case the interfacing is meant to extend past the fold line
of the front edges. The pattern and the pattern guide will
state this. Use a backhand stitch down the fold line to hold
the interfacing. Stitches should be invisible on the right side.
If this rounded edge is not desired, the interfacing is cut
within the fold line and treated in the same way a suit with
separate facing is treated (Figure 7).
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Pocket Flaps
Experimentat ion is sometimes necessary to determine if
a crisper effect can be achieved by the use of an interfacing
of lighter weight than tha t used on t he front and back ar eas .
A better effect is often achieved if the interfacing seam
allowances are trimmed as in the silhouette pieces {Figure
9).

Buttonhole Areas
Before making the bound buttonholes in the suit front,
cut a square around the buttonhole area so that none of the
bound buttonhole stitching will catch the interfacing. Insert
a muslin or another lightwe ight fabric Square and catch
stitch the fabric t o the interfac ing. If the garment has been
completely underlined , t he u nderlining can serve as the base
for the buttonhole. This w ill prevent to o much bulk, yet
provide a sta ble base for the buttonhole {Figure 10) .
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The collar interfacing should al ways be cut on the same
grain as the undercollar. Lap the seam lines of the
interfacing and stitch . The seam allowance may be trimmed
and the edges catch stitched under the seam of the
undercollar. Seam allowances of the outer edge are trimmed
to reduce bulk. Collar points may also be trimmed to reduce
bulk. The inside edge may be left untrimmed and stitched
into the seam. Catch stitch the interfacing to the garment
collar {Figure 8).
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Hems
Bias interfacing str ips are used to cushion the sleeve and
jacket hems. Th ese strips may be pieced. Cut the strips 1/ 2
inch to one inch w ider t han the garment hem allowance. Pin
or baste, then catc h stitch the strips to the garment. The raw
edge of t h e garment hem will then be catch stitched to the
interfac ing strip {Figu re 10). For a rounded hem effect the
interfacing st r ip is cut at least an inch wider than the
garment hem and is placed to extend past the hem fo ld.
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UNDERLINING
Underlining is a second layer of fabric used as a back ing
for the outer fabric. This underlining serves:
To preserve the shape and gra in of a fabric which
interfacing

stretches easily.
To add body to a loosely woven or soft, lightweight
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fabric.
To give an opaque look to open weaves.
To create an elegant, more luxurious look for the outer
fabric.
The choice of underlining fabric will depend upon the
weight and the weave of the fabric cho sen for a coat or
jacket. Underlinings are called soft or crisp. The soft backing
is usually used when the support and shape of major
garment seams is desired or when the gra in and shape of a
loosely woven, stretchy fabric needs to be preserved.
Although the heavier the weight of the garment fabric,
the heavier th e weight of the underlining, the backing should
always be lighter in weight than the outer fabric. The
underlining can be thicker than the outer fabric as long as
the wei ght is less. For example, lamb 's wool, associated with
inter linings used for warmth in coats, gives an elegance t o
heavy si lks and wool blends that is difficult to achieve with
other k inds of backing fabrics.
The color of the underlining shoul d match the color of
the outer fabric as closely as possible in loose ly woven
fabrics. The color is not as important in heavier, mor e
tightly woven fabrics.
Ma ny good com mercial underlinings in many colors are
stocked in fabric shops. Often muslin or a similar fabric
serves as an excellent underlining for woolens or wool
blends. For greatest satisfaction try placing the outer fabric
over several kinds of underl inings, both soft and crisp, to see
w hich wi ll achieve the best effect.
Although backing fabrics are usually preshrunk or shrink
very little, it is safer to preshrink them at home with steam
so that wrinkled seams will not appear later.
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Sometimes on ly a part ial backing is desired. In this case
the underlining is cut about 1/ 2 inch past the interfacing
edge and a catch stitch used to fasten the two edges. If a
particula r ly soft hem edge is desired, the interfacing along
the edge is eliminated and the hem turned back and catch
stitched to the under l in i ng (Figure 12) .

Applying The Underlining
Often a complete underlining is needed for a stretchy
fabric or to prevent the interfacing color from showing
t hrough to the right side of the garment. The suit jacket
pieces are used as the pattern.
The suit and underlining darts are stitched, slashed and
pressed open before the underl ining piece is superimposed
upo n the suit piece, though the darts may be sewn through
both underlining and fabric if loosely-woven or str etchy. If
this method is used, the utmost accuracy must be observed.
The hem allowance is usually tri mmed from the underlining.
The underlining can extend into the hem area to help
cushion the fold line.
Ma tching thread is used to hand baste the underlining to
the outer fabr ic inside the 5/8" seam allowance. This basting
remai ns in the edge. A catch stitch is used along the hem
area. Occasionally diagona l basting is used to hold the
backing fi r mly in place. The interfacing is applied over the
backing (Figure 11 ).
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If the underlining will add too much bulk to the ease
over the garment sleev e cap, the seam allo wance can be
trimmed from the underlining and then catch stitched to the
stitching line of the garment sleeve cap (Figure 13).
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Under I ining a garment takes extra time and effort. Not
all fabrics require underl ining but there are many advantages
in w doing. One feature often overlooked is that almost all
construction stitches can be taken in the underlinin g instead
of the outer garment fabric. The extra elegance ac hieved by
underlining more than compensates for the extra work.
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